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to the central accumulation of capital and the large-scale planning and management of
human afairs; full-time technical specialists and improved tools; a greatly expanded
foreign trade; a ruling class differentiated from the ruled; social organization based
upon a territorial state and impersonal relationships rather (han kinship and upon
political structures somewhat differentiated according to function; the building of
monumental public works ranging from irrigation and storage facilities to ceremonial
temples or centers; and the creation of highly developed art forms.1
In a later comment, Childc attributed the main clement in the rise of cities to
the accretion of an economic surplus that could support speciali/cd classes of piofcs-
sionals:
I have taken this as the essential character of a city: a community that
comprises a substantial proportion of professional rulers, officials, clergy,
artisans and merchants who do not catch or grow (heir own food, but live on the
surplus produced by farmers or fishermen who may dwell within the city or in
villages outside its walls. Those professionals and full-time specialists represent a
new class of persons, an absolute addition to the population that could he
included in, or supported by, any barbarian community.2
Childe's formulation of the essential elements in the origins of civili/ation deeply
affected the thought and rationale of two decades of scholarship in archeology,
ethnology, and the social sciences. A symposium volume edited by Braidwood and
Willey in 1962 revealed the wide influence of his hypotheses upon modem arehcol-
ogists whose recent work has covered nearly every part of the earth.3 Their sympo-
sium also revealed how rapidly new archeological findings lead to revisions in generali-
zations concerning the origin of civili/alion. In the past decade the influence of
changes in irrigation, climate, tools, or economic surplus in bringing about the "urban
revolution," as Childc called it, is being downgraded as new discoveries or interpreta-
tions are made. Such influences as cumulative patterns of social organisation, the
interchange of things and ideas, and the growth of systematic written knowledge are
being upgraded as explanations for the appearance of civili/.alion in one place and time
or its lack of appearance in another place and time.
Technological achievements have long been rccogni/cd as ingredients of eivili/ed
as contrasted with prccivili/ed societies, but changes in patterns of social organi/ation
are receiving greatly increased attention from scholars who represent different fields of
study and different social orientations. Stuart Piggolt,of the University of lidinburgh,
puts it this way:
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